Existence of k-Edge Connected Ordinary Graphs With
Prescribed Degrees! lack Edmonds (February 25, 1964) An ordinary graph G is a set of objects called nodes and a family of unord e re d pai rs of. th e nodes called edges. The degree of a node in G is the number of edges in G whi ch co ntain it. G is called connected if it is not the union of two di sjoint none mpty subgraphs. A graph H is called k-edge connected if deletin g any fewer than k edges from H leaves a co nn ected graph. It is proved that th ere exists a k-edge connected gr aph H fo r k > 1 with prescribed int.ege r degrees d; if and only if th ere exists an ordinary graph with th ese degrees a nd all d; "" k. The re ex ist.s a l-co nn ec ted (i.e., co nnec ted) ordinary graph with presc ribed pos itive integer degrees d; if and only if the re ex ists an ordinary graph " with these degrees and L d; "" 2(n-l).
i= l An ordinary graph G is a finite set of objects and a family of two-m e mber sub se ts of th e objects. The objects are called the nodes of G and the pairs are called the edges of G. An edge and a nod e are said to meet if one contains the oth er. The degree of a node in G is the number of edges in G which it meets.
A cut of graph G, de noted by (5,5), is a partition of the nodes of G into_ two none mpty s ubsets 5 and S.
The union of 5 and 5 is all the nodes of G. The intersection of 5 and 5 is e mpty. An edge e in c ut (5,5) of G is an e~ge of G which meets on~ node in 5 and one node in 5. The value of c ut (5,5) is the number of edges in it. Graph G is called k-edge co nnected if it has no c ut with valu e less than k. T he us ual meaning of connected for graphs is the same as th e meaning of ledge con nected. An equivale nt de finition of k-edge connected for G is that G cannot be made nonconnected by deleting fewer th an k edges from G.
Hoffman, Fulker son, and McAndrew 2 describe n ecessary and sufficient conditions for a set of intege rs to be the degrees of the nodes of some ordinary graph, and give references to related work. Here, we s how that simple additional conditions are necessary and sufficient for the set of integerB to be the degrees of th e nod es of some k-edge connected ordinary graph (prescribed k).
THEOREM.
Integers db i = 1, ... , n, (n > 1), are the resp ective degrees of the nodes Vi The "only if' part of the theore m is almost obv ious. Certainly co ndition (1) is necessary. Condition (2) is necessar y since a cu t of a graph G whic h puts one node, say v, in on e part and the other nod es of G in the othe r part has c ut value equal to th e degree of v.
For k = 1, condition (2)-that th e d;'s be positiveis necessary but not sufficient. Let G be a co nnected grap h with n nodes. Th er e mu s t be an edge, say e" joining node VI of G to one of th e other nodes of G, say Vz. Rec ursively, t here mus t be an edge, say ei, joining one of th e nodes V I , . . . , Vi (1 ,;;; i ,;;; n -l ) of G to on e of t he other nodes of G, say Vi+ l . Clearly eac h of the edges ei(i = 1, . .. , n -1) is di s tinct. Therefo re the number of edges in G is not less than n-1.
Because each edge of G contributes twi ce to a degree in G, 2, di equals twi ce the numb er of edges in G. Therefore, 2, di ;;;. 2(n -1).
A (simple) path joining nodes a and b is a connected graph whi c h has degree = 1 at its nod es a and b and degree = 2 at its other nodes. Th e edges ei(i = 1, ... , n -1) described in the las t paragraph form wi th their nodes a tree . A tree is a graph whi c h contains exactly one path joining each pair of its nod es.
A tree contains one less edge than nodes. A graph G contains a tree containing all th e nodes of G if and only if G is connected. The edges and nodes of any graph partition uniquely into one or more connecte d component graphs. Two nod es in a gr aph G are joined by a path in G if and only if they are in th e same component of G.
Suppose there exists an ordinary graph H, not necessarily connected, with positive integer degrees di(i = 1, . . . , n) at its nodes. Suppose 2, d; ;;;. 2(n -1) a nd hence H has at least n -1 edges. If H is not connected, i.e., has more than one component, we shall see that another ordinary graph H' can be constructed from H which has the same degrees at all the nodes and which has one less component than H.
Thus it will follow by induction that there exists a connected ordinary graph with these degrees.
Suppose H has components HI , . Because node al has degree at least k > h, and because there are only h edges with one node in A and one node not in A, node al must meet an edge ea whose other node a2 is in A and meets no edge with a node not in A. Similarly, node bt must mee t an edge eb whose other node b2 is in B and meets no edge with a node not in B. (Paper 68B2-120)
:l Here rx ] means " the great est integer not great e r than x."
